
  

Bulliten December 22nd, 2011  

 

Well didn’t we start out on a lovely note today here at the Mount?   With so few of us we 
rasped out some ill-gotten squeaky version of the “Ode” that was off by at least 2 keys.  “That 
was terrible!” I blurted without thinking before Rot Lisa pounced on the remark and promised a 
fine for the Prez.   “Fine!” I sarcastically said as I whipped up the glass to toast Her Majesty.  The 
Secretary caught this faux pas and subsequently the Prez was noted for “Out of Order” in the 
proceedings as the Grace was to follow the Ode.   Like a Keebler elf I stumbled for a bit until Rot 
Kim took up my slackness and rather wait on my dithering in delegation of the Grace she 
uttered it instead.  I scanned the room for the Sarg however just when I thought I was off the 
hook Rot John entered in late and took note of my misgivings….and then I placed my currency 
on the table in front of me in preparation for the verbal strapping to come. 
  
There was some idle chatter about various topics ranging from plastic currency, Christmas 
holidays, poaching salmon and moose, and so on.   This seems to reflect the disjointed nature 
of the group.  On listening in like a voyeur, I was surprised to see how the collective group 
managed to join these different topics together into one big story.   Now the story didn’t make 
any sense; but it does make sense when you consider the gathered group are only half sensible 
by nature. 
  
The secretary could not produce a percentage of attendance as she was on Vacation and her 
Rotary forms where at the office.  Rotarian Mike did run an algorithm of sorts to quickly spurt 
out an attendance figure of 87% and with no one questioning his calculations this was taken to 
be true.  The club also welcomed a guest of Rot John’s … Bridgette Whelan who is his daughter 
and for those of us who stayed late, observed some of Bridgette’ s talent for computerized 
anime. 
  
Rotarian John arose to deliver on the fines and Happy bucks.  In his testimony he was not going 
to deliver any fines in the spirit of the season however the Prez was made to pay for his earlier 
indiscretions. Consequently I started the pitching of coinage into the slots before others chimed 
in with their happy bucks.  Rot Fred paid a happy token because he was about to get an 
education Rot Kim’s Face Book presentation, Rot Scott is all smiles because he is getting a new 
microwave after he reported to the manufacture his old one caught fire.   Rot Mike paid a 
looney because he happily reported that his daughter now is with child.  Rot Kim paid a farthing 
for the joy felt of being on vacation.  Rot Joan wanted to let everyone know that she is off for 
10 days and with her boss being out, Rot Lisa is sneaking out on a Friday to go moose hunting; 
hence both paid the Sarg a happy one.   Finally the Sarg himself paid a buck for having his 
daughter with us today. 
  
Some notes of interest…..The Prez mentioned that the help the Food bank received from Rotary 
over the holidays was well appreciated.  Paul relayed the letter of thanks the club received from 



the Chair of the Food bank and noted that “Rotarians provided an invaluable service by 
efficiently packing hampers and preparing bags of vegetables and having fun at the same 
time”.  Another note was that all the Yaris draw tickets have been sold thanks to Wally Lane 
who manned the ticket table and Grand Toyota who provided the car for display.   
  
The Prez then asked the Secretary to present her program on Face Book to the club.   Rot Kim 
arose to educate us on how social media such as Face Book and Twitter works and why it’s 
popular.  With the aid of a laptop she displayed that a Face book page is kinda like an internet 
resume of yourself where you and your Face Book friends can go to your page and see your 
interests and activities.   Part of this page acts like a bulletin board where you can write posts 
which gets shared among your friends.  If your friends click that they like your posts then their 
friends can see the post as well.  As long as friends like the sender’s notes then other people 
can see what the post is and so on to where the number of people who can see the post can 
expand geometrically.   This makes it a powerful advertising tool for organization’s such as ASNL 
as Kim makes posts to it regularly which also influences its overall ranking with Google.  You can 
also have group pages such as our rotary page where anyone who comes across it can make 
postings and become part of the group.   Twitter on the other hand is a powerful way to follow 
people and organizations on the internet.   Individuals and companies can make very short 
statements or “tweets” and if you “follow” them, then you receive their post 
automatically.  Many groups such as the Whitehouse and people such as Justin Bieber post 
Tweets which are followed by millions of people daily.  As an example closer to home, Kim says 
that the local Autism group regularly posts to twitter and has a very high number of 
followers.  Finally Kim mention that posts made to Face Book can be posted on Twitter; and 
vice versa without the need to double post as these applications can be linked. 
  
There were many interesting questions on this topic from Rotarians to the point where the 
dinner session ran well post the closing hour……Well done Rotarian Kim on your presentation! 

 
 
 

 

 
 



 
 
Club Bulletin Sept 8 , 2011 
 
It’s a funny thing, you know, when you sit amongst a group of people who are partaking of 
several conversations that your attention dithers as you try to listen in.  This is true when your 
concentration is challenged from a lack of sleep, a worrisome event, or a preoccupation with 
something else; like the urge to respond to a text or email.   In my case, I think that the act of 
listening for extended periods would just simply tax my capacity to store info to the point that a 
regular dumping would be needed…..A purge and purification cycle so that the neural net gets 
freed up for more storage.  The cycling happens quite often which creates pauses in ones 
processes much like the error message: “Server is down for regular maintenance.” This is 
evident by the occasional off to la la land look; or the day dreamy deer-caught-in-the-headlamp 
look.  And if anyone had occasioned to look my way, they would have observed this effect 
during today’s Rotary meeting. 
  
There were a few such topics of conversation that went down today. Some Rotarian was talking 
about either trouting, referring to one as “my trout”, or an agglomeration of the two: “How’s 
the trouting me ‘ol trout?”.  At seemingly the same time, Rot Fred had slipped in something 
about “murdering a moose down on the Northern Peninsula” in the coming weeks.   There was 
other chatter too…Federal job cuts that occurred years ago which apparently cost the taxpayer 
more in the long run and Rot John’s political aspirations of possibly running for election.  At that 
time the memory spool file got a little full and the “dump” cycle happened which caused a lapse 
in memory and probably judgment so I just decided to move onto the Fun Filler as a coping 
mechanism. 
  
We had 2 phrases to pass around to the gathered kin to see if anyone of us could make this go 
around without too much of a snafu to the original form. Both phrases, “Luscious Lucy likes 
licking lollies.” And “Flexion members smooshes cuddly creatures” came back in some sexed up 
perversions of the originals so that the award stickers I had left over from last week stayed 
thankfully in the podium.  The game did garnish a few chuckles here and there not to mention a 
fine for the Chair. 
  
Our percentage was impressive today with a figure of 84% as reported by the Secretary.   The 
Sargette, Shelly, collect a happy buck from one Rot Lisa as her younglings were off to school 
without much ado and Rot Fred won the moose lottery.  Rot Shelly was then busy with the 
50/50 draw managing to have Rot John’s number picked.  Rot John did come close to winning 
the pot with his Ace of Clubs albeit a small pot as it was won last week. 
  
Da Prez once again got up and introduced the speaker for the day; Mr. Roger Barnett who was 
asked to come forth and talk about the proposed dog park for the town.   Roger originally 
identified a need for the park earlier on when he thought that it would be convenient for dog 
owners have a confined area where dogs could run free.  This feature currently exists in many 
other municipalities and is well used by the pet community.  There would be rules about dog 



size and temperament, children accompanied by an adult, and possibly vaccinations; all as 
requirements for allowing dogs to use this park.   There was a play on the name of it being 
“bark park” although whether this to be seriously considered would be another thing.  This 
project appears to be a done deal as the town now has several sites available that they are 
considering and it should be up and running hopefully by next year.  The Chair thanked Roger 
for an informative and interesting presentation and wished him well in this endeavor. 
  
With that being said and the clock pushing past the 1:30 mark, Da Prez reminded all about any 
program ideas they have not to keep it to themselves else be tormented by droves of kids 
looking for those sweet luscious lollies or face egg smooshes during Halloween.  Also Prez sez: 
“Don’t forget the Autism Gala on the 30th of this month if you are looking for something to 
do!”  Prez sez as well: “Let’s have the Miniauction in November” and with that Rot Scott agreed 
to look at an appropriate date for then.  Finally, the program for next week is in process of 
being confirmed and with that he dismissed all with the stuck of the bell. 
  
See you next week! 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 

Rotary Bulletin                                                          November 17th AND November 24th, 2011 
  
Well I started writing the bulletin from the 17th and before you know it the next Rotary session, 
the 24th, was upon me jus’ like that!  Like most of us the week went by with no let up in hyper 
activity especially when it involves kids.  Here, let me provide you a sample for those of you 
who haven’t had the pleasure yet of experiencing their graces or have simply 
forgotten:  Kyle/Ally: “Mom’s busy with supper so can you entertain us?” Me: “sure but you 
have to do you work first so let’s checkout your piano practice.”  Them: “but…but…but we 
won’t have time ‘cause you have to go out later to meetings and stuff”.  Me: “Work first, play 
later.”  Them arguing: “Kyle can go to the piano first,,,no Ally gets to go first…”….So you can see 
that this sets in motion a slippery slope downward where their enthusiasm for piano 
asymptotically approaches zero.   What should have taken them 1 hour collectively by now 
turns into a 2 ½ hour spectacle of me vs. them interlaced with a few played measures here and 
there and at the end of it; I am ready for a new set of dentures from all the teeth gnashing. 
  
Here’s another example: “Dad, I dropped my Itouch and cracked the screen….it’s ruined!” 
sobbingly said.  Me, instead of “too bad but if you had listened to me on how to care for it that 
wouldn’t happened”, chose to order a new screen, go on you tube to figure out how to repair 
it, then spend the next 3 nights getting it back the way it was with the new part….And when it 
seem when that one is over, another crisis in child world springs abound to taunt and smother 
you until you feel thin and exasperated.   Couple that with the many trips shuttling the offspring 
from one venue to the next, you start to wonder if you should provide them with a carrier’s 
liability document….At least a pocket planner so they can dictate to you what their schedule is 
and order you around like some drone who’s only purpose to them is to be their enabler.   So 
when I can, I sneak my notebook into the washroom when you get some “me” time to scratch 
out a publication that deals with some of the comings and goings of Rotary before the next 
household crisis hits. 
  
Combining the 2 bulletins is not unheard of however the exercise may resemble an effort in 
bipolarism where the reader will have to actively pay attention in picking out the two 
events.  Especially if I am rendering of this document, some of the written observances may 
seem obscure.   I attribute this to the quickness of the weeks and the perceived passage of time 
as described as “flying by”.   This speeding by of moments from the 2 events fails to effervesce 
into solid memory which instead congeals as a semi homogenous state of contrivances so 
please be patient when reading below: 
  
Nov 17th 
  
Guests: Allison Collins, George Bradly and Gary Elliot both from the CFIB 
Noted:  Rot Kim B-Day today which everyone broke into song 
Attendance: 100% 



Fines: Sarg Shelly for being late, Rot Kim for B-day, Rot Fred for Bulletin, Pres for error in 
previous bulletin, Rot John happy about the NDP, Rot Gary because of Leafs good showing and 
raising money for prostate cancer through the month of “Movember”, Rot Colin for dating an 
even older woman (Rot Kim’s age increased by a year) 
Ticket: Drawn by Rot Fred but the pot stays 
Program:  Our guest, Mr. George Bradly and his counterpart, District Manager Gary talked 
about CFIB’s role in advocated the rights of small businesses to government.  Essentially they 
will take as membership any for profit organization that is not publically traded.  Members are 
visited regularly by CFIB to detail ongoing small business issues being advocated on by their 
behalf and to receive input on items of interests to small business owners.   Some of their 
accomplishments have been in the area of payroll tax, easier workers comp premium 
payments, and Credit Card code of conduct.  A current challenge, according to George, is the 
effect that the current public pension scheme will have on the tax base going forward and how, 
if left unchanged, will increasingly burden small businesses.  The speaker was thanked by the 
Pres and meeting was adjourned at 1:45pm 
  
Nov 24th 
  
Guests: Martin Steele A.D.G. and Glen Durdle guest of Rot Gary 
Noted: Rot Mike demo’d the Rotary Meeting Locator app on his Iphone 
Attendance: 10 members and 2 guests 
Fines/Happy Bucks: Rot John got rear ended on the highway but no one got hurt, Rot Lisa has 2 
bucks one for kids back in at full days and back to Rotary, Rot Scott for great support from the 
town on proposed new trail association building, PDG Terry for being around for another 
birthday, Mr. Durdle paid for glad for being here, Rot Gary paid several because leafs are ahead 
in the standings and Glen has been proposed for membership, Rot Terry D is happy because the 
Habs are only 3 pts behind the Leafs, and Rot Fred paid to welcome Martin. 
Ticket: Rot Lisa won the draw but not the pot. 
Program:  Fireside chat on membership and Foundation.  The Pres in the opening comments 
had refreshed the members on the membership and retention action plan and said a lot of 
work was being done by the executive members.  So far some results have been realized such 
as one new member, and proposals for 4 individuals for membership.   There have been several 
fellowships such as the annual Miniauction and hosting Rotarians throughout the summer with 
more events planned moving forward.  We have club runner, a face book page, and are working 
on other awareness materials that publicize Rotary. The focus for executive this year to boost 
our numbers so we can get back into the business of Rotary and when Martin spoke to the club, 
he emphasized the importance of getting our numbers up with dedicated individuals who want 
to join for the right reasons and are not afraid to take on leadership roles. Martin also chatted 
about Foundation, its importance, and how every dollar contributed goes toward a project and 
not for administration.   One Rot had suggested that when approaching prospects for 
membership, have more than one Rotarian talk to them as this would help keep Rotary at the 
top of their minds.  The Pres thanked Martin for taking the time for visiting with us and 
participating in our fireside. 
   ***************************************************************** 



AH HA….I told you a fib from above.   Instead of mangling 2 meetings together into a 
hodgepodge of sorts, I instead provided you with 2 excerpts on 2 events for your eyes to strain 
through via concise itemized bullets.  I didn’t have the heart to have you guys read through 
some semi contrived clap trap that resembled something of mashed vegetables drowned in 
gravy all because I gave you a sorry-arsed story of me being too busy to keep current on the 
bulletin.  “Let’s maintain the vegetables in their original naked form” thought I as I rendered out 
the bare facets of each meeting for you to appreciate……fin….. 
(….Epilogue…and now with my sugar stores spent, I sit in squalor waiting with pen in hand, for 
the next white bun glucose rush as only can be provided by the Mount) 
Paul Howard  
Rotary Club of Grand Falls 

 
 
 



 
                                                 Bulletins from December 29th and January 5th 
 

December 29th is today here at the Mount with the gathered kin for the weekly nourishment of 
both food and mental exercises.  Just for fun I wanted to see the differing viewpoints on some 
traffic right of way problems that we sometimes see here in town.   I proposed then to delegate 
Rot Tim as the “Arbiter” to seek out the truth in the arguments and decide which was the 
winning side.  The problem involved right of way at the bottom of Union St. intersection next to 
the Pipeline and after suggesting the scenario there was a healthy discussion for about 10 
minutes while I gleefully dunked my Mount bun in the soup to soften it up a bit.   I asked the 
Arbiter for a decision to which he provided.  I promised all no matter what side you argued for, 
everyone needed a lollipop for a prize (but regrettable I didn’t have them with me today).  For 
more details on this decision, come along to the next meeting and discuss it further in 
detail.  As for me, I was way too interested in determining the capillary action of the Mount’s 
dried bun in my soup to comprehend what was going on with this fun filler and hence my lack 
of discourse on this. 
  
But a little before that, I welcomed all into the Mount for another Rotary get together for da 
last time this year.   We have as a special guest and a Sarg in training, Kashyla-Mari McDonald; 
Rot Kim’s daughter, who help me with the bell throughout the meeting.  She started the 
meeting so I could prompt everyone for the Ode to which PDG Terry graciously led.  Afterwards 
the remaining crew, anxious to squat down again their seats, raised their glass to toast her 
majesty.  Realizing what they had done I glowered at all hoping they could read my mind waves 
that the Grace comes prior.  With the order of business reset we made it proper and everyone 
was happy….for now. 
  
…Then there came the happy tokens to the pot!  The Sarge arose to say that there were no 
fines however a treasure trove of happy bucks were forthcoming to the point of having to call 
in the accountants…. Rot Gary ranted on about hockey lore with something to do with some 
fracas concerning a Montreal Canadian English speaking fan>>>$1, Rot Kim paid a buck for the 
pleasure of having her daughter Kashyla-Mari here with us today, Rot John honored the 2 
victories from the junior hockey finals by paying a dollar, Kashyla put in a dollar herself because 
she was going to a friend’s house after Rotary, Rot Fred paid a dollar in honor of Hon. John 
Crosbie who came so close to being the country’s Prime Minister if it wasn’t for his tongue in 
cheek commentary arsing up his chance, Rot Tim paid a dollar for his daughter being home, Rot 
Lisa paid for the privilege of telling the club of her lice story that “bugged” the household 
throughout the holidays…Happily, the lice are toast.   Finally, Rot PDG Terry paid a dollar to tell 
of the joy of flying a new Cessna with the avionics of a jumbo jet.  With everyone flying high 
from that fine the Prez asked Kim to report on attendance with a rough figure of 75% which 
included 2 makeup’s. 
  
The Prez, announcing that today was the AGM where we elect the new officer slate for 2012-
2013 starting in July1st, put forward the nominations received thus far.  Both Rot Kim, who was 



nominated for President, and Rot Shelly who was nominated for Secretary, were awarded the 
positions through motions made and carried by the club.   There were no nominations received 
for the positions of treasurer so no election was held on that position.  Rot John nominated 
himself and Rot Kim nominated Rot Mike for the position of Vice President.  Because these 
nominations were received during the AGM and not prior, it was motioned and carried by the 
club to hold a special election for this position at our next luncheon meeting giving absent club 
members a chance to vote. 
  
Believe it or not, that “stuff”  filled out the whole hour!.  So the Prez asked our guest Kashyla 
for a little more help in excusing the members.  By now she had mastered the gavel and gave 
the bell a ring to signify the end of the lunch gathering. 
*********************************************         
January 5th, 2012 
  
…….And now, the continuing saga of the election of officers for our Rotary club!  In the prior 
meeting of December 29th if you were tuned in, both Rot Kim and Rot Shelly got in for the next 
Rotary year by acclamation for the position of President and Secretary respectively.   For the 
first time ever, there was a battle for the position of Vice President between Rot John and Rot 
Mike…so much so the club had to defer the election until today so that members could exercise 
their voting privileges.  I believe that this was a first as many  Rotarians are “voluntold” into the 
various service positions…Kinda feels a little like “survivor” where there is only one winner….so 
keeping reading, stay tuned, and don’t miss a word in this thrilling saga as we disclose this 
election later in this publication! 
  
The club welcomed a special guest of Rot Fred…Mr. Darren Mercer who is here visiting us 
today.  Darren is originally from Bishop Falls and is currently studying for his PhD in 
Psychology.  Da Prez mused that Darren can get a lot of thought starters for his doctoral thesis 
from the crazies gathered with us here today…Expecting “Here..Here” all the Pres got were 
stares of evil from this comment so he slumped down behind the podium looking for a hide- 
away.    “Are they gone yet” thought he as he laid crouched.  But to no avail as the gathered 
Rotarians were waiting for their meals; and the Mount wasn’t going to serve any until the 
meeting was officially opened.  “Oh what the heck” thought the Prez for it was better to start 
the proceeding then have racious Rotarians gnawing on his bones as a lunch substitute.  So he 
straigtened up again, tapped the bell, and sheepishly asked the gathered to participate with 
him in the Ode.  Rot Gary led the chorus with Rot Scott saying Grace and the Prez raising the 
toast to the Crown. 
  
Da Prez got his nerve up again to ask Rot Joan to be our Stand in Sarg for the day as our other 
two Sarges were unaccounted for.  She agreed to the task with Rot Lisa at her side to coach her 
thru.  And then came the moment of truth….With lunch consumed Da Prez through a 
thickening Adam’s Apple managed to prompt the Stand in Sarg to discharge of her duty of fines, 
happy bucks, and the draw.   She arose to the floor with forceful repose that the Prez 
automatically rifled around in his pocket hoping and praying for a buck to be there to pay the 
pain.  There was a sense that she was in the game to exact penance from the guilty and there 



was even a feeling that you were guilty of something even though you may not.    There was no 
time wasted in this effort as like the dreadnaughts of old, her broadside of fines took out the 
starboard side of the room where every Rotarian there had to pay up for their never ending 
chatter of Hockey.  Even Rot Scott, who was sitting amongst the guilty, got mired in this 
muckiness.   However his saving throw was successful as he was passed over by the auditor 
while she moved on to the next victim. 
  
Both the Prez and another got zinged for using their phones during the meeting and then just 
like that; it was over.  It seemed as if a storm had blew out of the room and sunrays were 
streaming through the blinds.   The Stand in Sarg changed her personality bubble to softer 
tones as she requested happy fines.  Funny, the Prez could almost now hear the strings of 
Mozart and birds twittering in the background as sunlight warmed the room and the energy 
was relaxed and gleeful.  “I have a happy buck!” chimed Rot Fred as he explained it was a good 
thing in the universe to have a friend of the family present with us today.   Rot Lisa was next 
with her positive outlook for 2012 and which not has ended yet...so in goes a dollar to keep the 
good vibes going.  Finally Rotarian Colin contributed to the positive energy by detailing his 
pleasure at being Mr. Mom for a week while Rot Kim was away.  Keeping the momentum going 
The Stand in Sarg supervised the draw having our guest Duncan draw out PDG Terry’s winning 
ducket.  After some initial confusion as to which stack of cards is to be used PDG Terry decided 
on a card regrettably t’was not the winning one. 
  
After the Stand in Sarg had taken her seat the Prez could stand up a bit straighter now and 
formally present to the club the two nominees for the office of Vice President for 2012; Rot 
John and Rot Mike.  The Prez, pressing his luck, asked the Stand in Sarg to keep tally of the 
vote.  Once the ballots were received and counted, Rotarian Mike came out on top of the 
election to win the office of the Vice President….congratulations Mike!   The Prez thanked the 
Stand in Sarg for her very first successful official club duty.  With no other business or program 
for the day the Prez dismissed everyone at the stuck of the bell and asked all to return next 
week where we will brainstorm uses for the Bowaters mill. 
  
 
 
 
Paul Howard 
Rotary Club of Grand Falls 
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Well didn’t we start out on a lovely note today here at the Mount?   With so few of us we 
rasped out some ill-gotten squeaky version of the “Ode” that was off by at least 2 keys.  “That 
was terrible!” I blurted without thinking before Rot Lisa pounced on the remark and promised a 
fine for the Prez.   “Fine!” I sarcastically said as I whipped up the glass to toast Her Majesty.  The 
Secretary caught this faux pas and subsequently the Prez was noted for “Out of Order” in the 
proceedings as the Grace was to follow the Ode.   Like a Keebler elf I stumbled for a bit until Rot 
Kim took up my slackness and rather wait on my dithering in delegation of the Grace she 
uttered it instead.  I scanned the room for the Sarg however just when I thought I was off the 
hook Rot John entered in late and took note of my misgivings….and then I placed my currency 
on the table in front of me in preparation for the verbal strapping to come. 
  
There was some idle chatter about various topics ranging from plastic currency, Christmas 
holidays, poaching salmon and moose, and so on.   This seems to reflect the disjointed nature 
of the group.  On listening in like a voyeur, I was surprised to see how the collective group 
managed to join these different topics together into one big story.   Now the story didn’t make 
any sense; but it does make sense when you consider the gathered group are only half sensible 
by nature. 
  
The secretary could not produce a percentage of attendance as she was on Vacation and her 
Rotary forms where at the office.  Rotarian Mike did run an algorithm of sorts to quickly spurt 
out an attendance figure of 87% and with no one questioning his calculations this was taken to 
be true.  The club also welcomed a guest of Rot John’s … Bridgette Whelan who is his daughter 
and for those of us who stayed late, observed some of Bridgette’ s talent for computerized 
anime. 
  
Rotarian John arose to deliver on the fines and Happy bucks.  In his testimony he was not going 
to deliver any fines in the spirit of the season however the Prez was made to pay for his earlier 
indiscretions. Consequently I started the pitching of coinage into the slots before others chimed 
in with their happy bucks.  Rot Fred paid a happy token because he was about to get an 
education Rot Kim’s Face Book presentation, Rot Scott is all smiles because he is getting a new 
microwave after he reported to the manufacture his old one caught fire.   Rot Mike paid a 
looney because he happily reported that his daughter now is with child.  Rot Kim paid a farthing 
for the joy felt of being on vacation.  Rot Joan wanted to let everyone know that she is off for 
10 days and with her boss being out, Rot Lisa is sneaking out on a Friday to go moose hunting; 
hence both paid the Sarg a happy one.   Finally the Sarg himself paid a buck for having his 
daughter with us today. 
  
Some notes of interest…..The Prez mentioned that the help the Food bank received from Rotary 
over the holidays was well appreciated.  Paul relayed the letter of thanks the club received from 



the Chair of the Food bank and noted that “Rotarians provided an invaluable service by 
efficiently packing hampers and preparing bags of vegetables and having fun at the same 
time”.  Another note was that all the Yaris draw tickets have been sold thanks to Wally Lane 
who manned the ticket table and Grand Toyota who provided the car for display.   
  
The Prez then asked the Secretary to present her program on Face Book to the club.   Rot Kim 
arose to educate us on how social media such as Face Book and Twitter works and why it’s 
popular.  With the aid of a laptop she displayed that a Face book page is kinda like an internet 
resume of yourself where you and your Face Book friends can go to your page and see your 
interests and activities.   Part of this page acts like a bulletin board where you can write posts 
which gets shared among your friends.  If your friends click that they like your posts then their 
friends can see the post as well.  As long as friends like the sender’s notes then other people 
can see what the post is and so on to where the number of people who can see the post can 
expand geometrically.   This makes it a powerful advertising tool for organization’s such as ASNL 
as Kim makes posts to it regularly which also influences its overall ranking with Google.  You can 
also have group pages such as our rotary page where anyone who comes across it can make 
postings and become part of the group.   Twitter on the other hand is a powerful way to follow 
people and organizations on the internet.   Individuals and companies can make very short 
statements or “tweets” and if you “follow” them, then you receive their post 
automatically.  Many groups such as the Whitehouse and people such as Justin Bieber post 
Tweets which are followed by millions of people daily.  As an example closer to home, Kim says 
that the local Autism group regularly posts to twitter and has a very high number of 
followers.  Finally Kim mention that posts made to Face Book can be posted on Twitter; and 
vice versa without the need to double post as these applications can be linked. 
  
There were many interesting questions on this topic from Rotarians to the point where the 
dinner session ran well post the closing hour……Well done Rotarian Kim on your presentation! 
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freed up for more storage.  The cycling happens quite often which creates pauses in ones 
processes much like the error message: “Server is down for regular maintenance.” This is 
evident by the occasional off to la la land look; or the day dreamy deer-caught-in-the-headlamp 
look.  And if anyone had occasioned to look my way, they would have observed this effect 
during today’s Rotary meeting. 
  
There were a few such topics of conversation that went down today. Some Rotarian was talking 
about either trouting, referring to one as “my trout”, or an agglomeration of the two: “How’s 
the trouting me ‘ol trout?”.  At seemingly the same time, Rot Fred had slipped in something 
about “murdering a moose down on the Northern Peninsula” in the coming weeks.   There was 
other chatter too…Federal job cuts that occurred years ago which apparently cost the taxpayer 
more in the long run and Rot John’s political aspirations of possibly running for election.  At that 
time the memory spool file got a little full and the “dump” cycle happened which caused a lapse 
in memory and probably judgment so I just decided to move onto the Fun Filler as a coping 
mechanism. 
  
We had 2 phrases to pass around to the gathered kin to see if anyone of us could make this go 
around without too much of a snafu to the original form. Both phrases, “Luscious Lucy likes 
licking lollies.” And “Flexion members smooshes cuddly creatures” came back in some sexed up 
perversions of the originals so that the award stickers I had left over from last week stayed 
thankfully in the podium.  The game did garnish a few chuckles here and there not to mention a 
fine for the Chair. 
  
Our percentage was impressive today with a figure of 84% as reported by the Secretary.   The 
Sargette, Shelly, collect a happy buck from one Rot Lisa as her younglings were off to school 
without much ado and Rot Fred won the moose lottery.  Rot Shelly was then busy with the 
50/50 draw managing to have Rot John’s number picked.  Rot John did come close to winning 
the pot with his Ace of Clubs albeit a small pot as it was won last week. 
  
Da Prez once again got up and introduced the speaker for the day; Mr. Roger Barnett who was 
asked to come forth and talk about the proposed dog park for the town.   Roger originally 
identified a need for the park earlier on when he thought that it would be convenient for dog 
owners have a confined area where dogs could run free.  This feature currently exists in many 
other municipalities and is well used by the pet community.  There would be rules about dog 



size and temperament, children accompanied by an adult, and possibly vaccinations; all as 
requirements for allowing dogs to use this park.   There was a play on the name of it being 
“bark park” although whether this to be seriously considered would be another thing.  This 
project appears to be a done deal as the town now has several sites available that they are 
considering and it should be up and running hopefully by next year.  The Chair thanked Roger 
for an informative and interesting presentation and wished him well in this endeavor. 
  
With that being said and the clock pushing past the 1:30 mark, Da Prez reminded all about any 
program ideas they have not to keep it to themselves else be tormented by droves of kids 
looking for those sweet luscious lollies or face egg smooshes during Halloween.  Also Prez sez: 
“Don’t forget the Autism Gala on the 30th of this month if you are looking for something to 
do!”  Prez sez as well: “Let’s have the Miniauction in November” and with that Rot Scott agreed 
to look at an appropriate date for then.  Finally, the program for next week is in process of 
being confirmed and with that he dismissed all with the stuck of the bell. 
  
See you next week! 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 

Rotary Bulletin                                                          November 17th AND November 24th, 2011 
  
Well I started writing the bulletin from the 17th and before you know it the next Rotary session, 
the 24th, was upon me jus’ like that!  Like most of us the week went by with no let up in hyper 
activity especially when it involves kids.  Here, let me provide you a sample for those of you 
who haven’t had the pleasure yet of experiencing their graces or have simply 
forgotten:  Kyle/Ally: “Mom’s busy with supper so can you entertain us?” Me: “sure but you 
have to do you work first so let’s checkout your piano practice.”  Them: “but…but…but we 
won’t have time ‘cause you have to go out later to meetings and stuff”.  Me: “Work first, play 
later.”  Them arguing: “Kyle can go to the piano first,,,no Ally gets to go first…”….So you can see 
that this sets in motion a slippery slope downward where their enthusiasm for piano 
asymptotically approaches zero.   What should have taken them 1 hour collectively by now 
turns into a 2 ½ hour spectacle of me vs. them interlaced with a few played measures here and 
there and at the end of it; I am ready for a new set of dentures from all the teeth gnashing. 
  
Here’s another example: “Dad, I dropped my Itouch and cracked the screen….it’s ruined!” 
sobbingly said.  Me, instead of “too bad but if you had listened to me on how to care for it that 
wouldn’t happened”, chose to order a new screen, go on you tube to figure out how to repair 
it, then spend the next 3 nights getting it back the way it was with the new part….And when it 
seem when that one is over, another crisis in child world springs abound to taunt and smother 
you until you feel thin and exasperated.   Couple that with the many trips shuttling the offspring 
from one venue to the next, you start to wonder if you should provide them with a carrier’s 
liability document….At least a pocket planner so they can dictate to you what their schedule is 
and order you around like some drone who’s only purpose to them is to be their enabler.   So 
when I can, I sneak my notebook into the washroom when you get some “me” time to scratch 
out a publication that deals with some of the comings and goings of Rotary before the next 
household crisis hits. 
  
Combining the 2 bulletins is not unheard of however the exercise may resemble an effort in 
bipolarism where the reader will have to actively pay attention in picking out the two 
events.  Especially if I am rendering of this document, some of the written observances may 
seem obscure.   I attribute this to the quickness of the weeks and the perceived passage of time 
as described as “flying by”.   This speeding by of moments from the 2 events fails to effervesce 
into solid memory which instead congeals as a semi homogenous state of contrivances so 
please be patient when reading below: 
  
Nov 17th 
  
Guests: Allison Collins, George Bradly and Gary Elliot both from the CFIB 
Noted:  Rot Kim B-Day today which everyone broke into song 
Attendance: 100% 



Fines: Sarg Shelly for being late, Rot Kim for B-day, Rot Fred for Bulletin, Pres for error in 
previous bulletin, Rot John happy about the NDP, Rot Gary because of Leafs good showing and 
raising money for prostate cancer through the month of “Movember”, Rot Colin for dating an 
even older woman (Rot Kim’s age increased by a year) 
Ticket: Drawn by Rot Fred but the pot stays 
Program:  Our guest, Mr. George Bradly and his counterpart, District Manager Gary talked 
about CFIB’s role in advocated the rights of small businesses to government.  Essentially they 
will take as membership any for profit organization that is not publically traded.  Members are 
visited regularly by CFIB to detail ongoing small business issues being advocated on by their 
behalf and to receive input on items of interests to small business owners.   Some of their 
accomplishments have been in the area of payroll tax, easier workers comp premium 
payments, and Credit Card code of conduct.  A current challenge, according to George, is the 
effect that the current public pension scheme will have on the tax base going forward and how, 
if left unchanged, will increasingly burden small businesses.  The speaker was thanked by the 
Pres and meeting was adjourned at 1:45pm 
  
Nov 24th 
  
Guests: Martin Steele A.D.G. and Glen Durdle guest of Rot Gary 
Noted: Rot Mike demo’d the Rotary Meeting Locator app on his Iphone 
Attendance: 10 members and 2 guests 
Fines/Happy Bucks: Rot John got rear ended on the highway but no one got hurt, Rot Lisa has 2 
bucks one for kids back in at full days and back to Rotary, Rot Scott for great support from the 
town on proposed new trail association building, PDG Terry for being around for another 
birthday, Mr. Durdle paid for glad for being here, Rot Gary paid several because leafs are ahead 
in the standings and Glen has been proposed for membership, Rot Terry D is happy because the 
Habs are only 3 pts behind the Leafs, and Rot Fred paid to welcome Martin. 
Ticket: Rot Lisa won the draw but not the pot. 
Program:  Fireside chat on membership and Foundation.  The Pres in the opening comments 
had refreshed the members on the membership and retention action plan and said a lot of 
work was being done by the executive members.  So far some results have been realized such 
as one new member, and proposals for 4 individuals for membership.   There have been several 
fellowships such as the annual Miniauction and hosting Rotarians throughout the summer with 
more events planned moving forward.  We have club runner, a face book page, and are working 
on other awareness materials that publicize Rotary. The focus for executive this year to boost 
our numbers so we can get back into the business of Rotary and when Martin spoke to the club, 
he emphasized the importance of getting our numbers up with dedicated individuals who want 
to join for the right reasons and are not afraid to take on leadership roles. Martin also chatted 
about Foundation, its importance, and how every dollar contributed goes toward a project and 
not for administration.   One Rot had suggested that when approaching prospects for 
membership, have more than one Rotarian talk to them as this would help keep Rotary at the 
top of their minds.  The Pres thanked Martin for taking the time for visiting with us and 
participating in our fireside. 
   ***************************************************************** 



AH HA….I told you a fib from above.   Instead of mangling 2 meetings together into a 
hodgepodge of sorts, I instead provided you with 2 excerpts on 2 events for your eyes to strain 
through via concise itemized bullets.  I didn’t have the heart to have you guys read through 
some semi contrived clap trap that resembled something of mashed vegetables drowned in 
gravy all because I gave you a sorry-arsed story of me being too busy to keep current on the 
bulletin.  “Let’s maintain the vegetables in their original naked form” thought I as I rendered out 
the bare facets of each meeting for you to appreciate……fin….. 
(….Epilogue…and now with my sugar stores spent, I sit in squalor waiting with pen in hand, for 
the next white bun glucose rush as only can be provided by the Mount) 
Paul Howard  
Rotary Club of Grand Falls 

 
 
 



 
                                                 Bulletins from December 29th and January 5th 
 

December 29th is today here at the Mount with the gathered kin for the weekly nourishment of 
both food and mental exercises.  Just for fun I wanted to see the differing viewpoints on some 
traffic right of way problems that we sometimes see here in town.   I proposed then to delegate 
Rot Tim as the “Arbiter” to seek out the truth in the arguments and decide which was the 
winning side.  The problem involved right of way at the bottom of Union St. intersection next to 
the Pipeline and after suggesting the scenario there was a healthy discussion for about 10 
minutes while I gleefully dunked my Mount bun in the soup to soften it up a bit.   I asked the 
Arbiter for a decision to which he provided.  I promised all no matter what side you argued for, 
everyone needed a lollipop for a prize (but regrettable I didn’t have them with me today).  For 
more details on this decision, come along to the next meeting and discuss it further in 
detail.  As for me, I was way too interested in determining the capillary action of the Mount’s 
dried bun in my soup to comprehend what was going on with this fun filler and hence my lack 
of discourse on this. 
  
But a little before that, I welcomed all into the Mount for another Rotary get together for da 
last time this year.   We have as a special guest and a Sarg in training, Kashyla-Mari McDonald; 
Rot Kim’s daughter, who help me with the bell throughout the meeting.  She started the 
meeting so I could prompt everyone for the Ode to which PDG Terry graciously led.  Afterwards 
the remaining crew, anxious to squat down again their seats, raised their glass to toast her 
majesty.  Realizing what they had done I glowered at all hoping they could read my mind waves 
that the Grace comes prior.  With the order of business reset we made it proper and everyone 
was happy….for now. 
  
…Then there came the happy tokens to the pot!  The Sarge arose to say that there were no 
fines however a treasure trove of happy bucks were forthcoming to the point of having to call 
in the accountants…. Rot Gary ranted on about hockey lore with something to do with some 
fracas concerning a Montreal Canadian English speaking fan>>>$1, Rot Kim paid a buck for the 
pleasure of having her daughter Kashyla-Mari here with us today, Rot John honored the 2 
victories from the junior hockey finals by paying a dollar, Kashyla put in a dollar herself because 
she was going to a friend’s house after Rotary, Rot Fred paid a dollar in honor of Hon. John 
Crosbie who came so close to being the country’s Prime Minister if it wasn’t for his tongue in 
cheek commentary arsing up his chance, Rot Tim paid a dollar for his daughter being home, Rot 
Lisa paid for the privilege of telling the club of her lice story that “bugged” the household 
throughout the holidays…Happily, the lice are toast.   Finally, Rot PDG Terry paid a dollar to tell 
of the joy of flying a new Cessna with the avionics of a jumbo jet.  With everyone flying high 
from that fine the Prez asked Kim to report on attendance with a rough figure of 75% which 
included 2 makeup’s. 
  
The Prez, announcing that today was the AGM where we elect the new officer slate for 2012-
2013 starting in July1st, put forward the nominations received thus far.  Both Rot Kim, who was 



nominated for President, and Rot Shelly who was nominated for Secretary, were awarded the 
positions through motions made and carried by the club.   There were no nominations received 
for the positions of treasurer so no election was held on that position.  Rot John nominated 
himself and Rot Kim nominated Rot Mike for the position of Vice President.  Because these 
nominations were received during the AGM and not prior, it was motioned and carried by the 
club to hold a special election for this position at our next luncheon meeting giving absent club 
members a chance to vote. 
  
Believe it or not, that “stuff”  filled out the whole hour!.  So the Prez asked our guest Kashyla 
for a little more help in excusing the members.  By now she had mastered the gavel and gave 
the bell a ring to signify the end of the lunch gathering. 
*********************************************         
January 5th, 2012 
  
…….And now, the continuing saga of the election of officers for our Rotary club!  In the prior 
meeting of December 29th if you were tuned in, both Rot Kim and Rot Shelly got in for the next 
Rotary year by acclamation for the position of President and Secretary respectively.   For the 
first time ever, there was a battle for the position of Vice President between Rot John and Rot 
Mike…so much so the club had to defer the election until today so that members could exercise 
their voting privileges.  I believe that this was a first as many  Rotarians are “voluntold” into the 
various service positions…Kinda feels a little like “survivor” where there is only one winner….so 
keeping reading, stay tuned, and don’t miss a word in this thrilling saga as we disclose this 
election later in this publication! 
  
The club welcomed a special guest of Rot Fred…Mr. Darren Mercer who is here visiting us 
today.  Darren is originally from Bishop Falls and is currently studying for his PhD in 
Psychology.  Da Prez mused that Darren can get a lot of thought starters for his doctoral thesis 
from the crazies gathered with us here today…Expecting “Here..Here” all the Pres got were 
stares of evil from this comment so he slumped down behind the podium looking for a hide- 
away.    “Are they gone yet” thought he as he laid crouched.  But to no avail as the gathered 
Rotarians were waiting for their meals; and the Mount wasn’t going to serve any until the 
meeting was officially opened.  “Oh what the heck” thought the Prez for it was better to start 
the proceeding then have racious Rotarians gnawing on his bones as a lunch substitute.  So he 
straigtened up again, tapped the bell, and sheepishly asked the gathered to participate with 
him in the Ode.  Rot Gary led the chorus with Rot Scott saying Grace and the Prez raising the 
toast to the Crown. 
  
Da Prez got his nerve up again to ask Rot Joan to be our Stand in Sarg for the day as our other 
two Sarges were unaccounted for.  She agreed to the task with Rot Lisa at her side to coach her 
thru.  And then came the moment of truth….With lunch consumed Da Prez through a 
thickening Adam’s Apple managed to prompt the Stand in Sarg to discharge of her duty of fines, 
happy bucks, and the draw.   She arose to the floor with forceful repose that the Prez 
automatically rifled around in his pocket hoping and praying for a buck to be there to pay the 
pain.  There was a sense that she was in the game to exact penance from the guilty and there 



was even a feeling that you were guilty of something even though you may not.    There was no 
time wasted in this effort as like the dreadnaughts of old, her broadside of fines took out the 
starboard side of the room where every Rotarian there had to pay up for their never ending 
chatter of Hockey.  Even Rot Scott, who was sitting amongst the guilty, got mired in this 
muckiness.   However his saving throw was successful as he was passed over by the auditor 
while she moved on to the next victim. 
  
Both the Prez and another got zinged for using their phones during the meeting and then just 
like that; it was over.  It seemed as if a storm had blew out of the room and sunrays were 
streaming through the blinds.   The Stand in Sarg changed her personality bubble to softer 
tones as she requested happy fines.  Funny, the Prez could almost now hear the strings of 
Mozart and birds twittering in the background as sunlight warmed the room and the energy 
was relaxed and gleeful.  “I have a happy buck!” chimed Rot Fred as he explained it was a good 
thing in the universe to have a friend of the family present with us today.   Rot Lisa was next 
with her positive outlook for 2012 and which not has ended yet...so in goes a dollar to keep the 
good vibes going.  Finally Rotarian Colin contributed to the positive energy by detailing his 
pleasure at being Mr. Mom for a week while Rot Kim was away.  Keeping the momentum going 
The Stand in Sarg supervised the draw having our guest Duncan draw out PDG Terry’s winning 
ducket.  After some initial confusion as to which stack of cards is to be used PDG Terry decided 
on a card regrettably t’was not the winning one. 
  
After the Stand in Sarg had taken her seat the Prez could stand up a bit straighter now and 
formally present to the club the two nominees for the office of Vice President for 2012; Rot 
John and Rot Mike.  The Prez, pressing his luck, asked the Stand in Sarg to keep tally of the 
vote.  Once the ballots were received and counted, Rotarian Mike came out on top of the 
election to win the office of the Vice President….congratulations Mike!   The Prez thanked the 
Stand in Sarg for her very first successful official club duty.  With no other business or program 
for the day the Prez dismissed everyone at the stuck of the bell and asked all to return next 
week where we will brainstorm uses for the Bowaters mill. 
  
 
 
 
Paul Howard 
Rotary Club of Grand Falls 
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Rotary Bulletin &nbsp;Sept 1st, 2011

Well, it's been quite a reprieve however now that I am back in the saddle as Da Prez and not
countingthe club's farthings like thave been doing in the past severalyears; lshould have a

decent chance to merrily cause you eye pain as I scribe away what has been happening in our
weekly get togethers. lndeed there has been pent up voices inside me whispering in my ear

what members would need to now in their absence from Rotary and now like a good illness I

am ready to spew it all out.

Today marks the first meeting back up at the Mount...the inn that kinda reminds me of a

medievalfort encased in red brick and shielded in its front flank by a highway concrete

divide. We were in the pub where our gathered few had sequestered in the glare of glowing

VLT's and shiny winey glasses. Our flags and banners adorned the room as usual setting the
stage for Da Prez to arrive late and make his proclamations at the podium. "lt wasn't that late"

said that schizophrenic voice inside my head as I clicked the bell shortly after L2:30 to start the
proceedings

Rotarian John started the ode to NL in fine style while the remainder squawked out pieces of
bun in raspy verse and ear searing trauma. Rotarian Kim provide the Grace and yours truly
lifted his glass to her Majesty; silently thanking the Lord that we had invented a new key to sing

the Ode in. The gathered were welcomed by the chair and then as a fun fiair, a quiz was

distributed testing each one's mettle. "Acronym Analysis" where members were given a list of
,4cronyms and they had to make a stab at what each meant. Here were some of the more
popular variants:

o T.G.l.F.: Thank God lt's Free

r D.N.R.: Does Not Remember

o F.T.L.: Failing Toronto Leafs
o G.l.G.O.:Giggle ln Giggle Out
o L.M.A.O.:Love Montreal Any One?

o T.B.A.: Too Big Asses

Happy to say, the winning members of the group ended up with girly stickers with Rot John

making away with the most of them.



With Rot Shelly away the chair designated Rot John as Sarg for the day. He ensured that
everyone bought the 50/50 draw ticket before sitting to relish in his lunch while everyone

talked about bats....you know...the ones that fly around.A!_.ntgh.t and get tangled up in your

hair....The ones that occupy attics and fill the place with noxious aromas....The one that reside

in the belfries of some of us. Why some of the members had fond memories of them is beyond
my comprehension...Unfortunately my "comprehension" doesn't seem to be part of my skill

set.

There was no Program for the day so Da Prez asked Secretary Kim for the attend ance of 54%

with a makeup submitted dating back from April. (sounds like a committee is needed to see if
we can accept that one). The Sarg arose then to provide us with some happy buck fines: Rot

John submitted a loony on behalf of his daughter for obtaining a swimming award, Rot Kim paid

to recognize the upcoming long Wgekqnd, and Rot Lisa paid a buck to remind everyone with the
kids going back to school, it is indeed the most wonderful time of the year for us non-children.

Speaking of which, Rot Lisa managed to have her ticket drawn. With only a few cards left in the
deck, she slipped out Ace of Spades; walking away with untold millions! Actually the treasurer,
being one and the same as the winner, couldn't provide a report on the winnings but it is
suspected that it was in the 5140 to 5160 range. With Rot Lisa thrashing about with glee the
deck of cards was once again renewed so that the pot can once again build to soaring highs.

When the excitement of the lottery died away the chair reminded all to invite guests to our

l.q-n.qh meetings as well as any programs they would like to see so either send the suggestion to
the executive or invite them yourself...especially if you are familiar with the person. The chair

suggested that programs would be given 10 minutes of presentation time with some time
afterwards for Q&A. With that, the chair announced the program for Sept 8th would be Roger

Barnett to talk about the proposed dog park as it was highlighted in a recent edition of the
Advertiser. So make sure you try to come as l'm sure it may be a "Bow Wow" experience.

Finally, before kicking everyone out the door the chair reminded the executive that there will
be a board meeting n.e5!..We.dne5.d.?.y at the ASNL office on High Street starting 7:30 and
finishing up somewhere around 3;.3? in the morning.

Untilwe meet again...

Da Prez, Paul

This message is automatically generated by ClubRunner for Rotarv Club of Grand Fal|s. Powered by Doxess,



Rotary Bulletin                                                                                             November 10th, 2011 

Well group we’re back at the Mount after a session of fun and frolic at our annual 
Miniauction.  There were a lot of good contributions of auctionable items from members that 
fetched a few shillings and a couple of laughs as well.  Well after the end of the night and after 
a great meal by the Masons, we netted over $1500 for a tried and true fellowship formulae, had 
some great guests with us such as some past Rotarians of the likes of Rotarians Ron, Bill, 
Joanne, and Mike C., as well as GSE Sonya and her husband, a whole bunch of friends, and seen 
a few flashy and maybe embarrassing pictures as presented by Rot Mike G.    All in all it was a 
great nite out and we look forward to doing it again next year! 

Well I was a gett’n all jiggly with this being Thursday and for this week Thursday was the final 
day for which I have to show some semblance of responsibility for Friday was Remembrance 
Day.  Don’t get me wrong; I pride myself on being 100% responsible throughout the week 
however this can be broken down as follows: 

10% on Monday 
20% on Tuesday 
30% on Wednesday 
35% on Thursday 
5% on Friday 
  
So from my point of view, it’s a good thing we have these get togethers on Thursday because 
that’s the day I am most responsible to run these grub-ups. 
  
Where we wore every one out from the Miniauction, we were small in numbers for the day 
with 6 of us sitting in the Mount’s pub plus our speaker, Mr. Duncan Mercer, who we welcomed 
to our smallish club.   Da Prez, owning the floor, got the gathered to twist their fingers in a 
gesture of fun with some explanation as to why your wedding ring goes on a certain figure 
which happens to sit adjacent to the figure for making obscene gestures with.  After the finger 
tangle, there were lotsa knotted hands and a few chuckles at this fun filler. 
  
On we sailed through lunch to get to the business at hand….”6 present for 50%” as the cry of 
the secretary when prompted for such a report.   No sooner had the secretary expelled her 
breath on that topic we see the Sarg, Rot. Shelly bounding up from the table to become the 
describer of fines…..however this turned in to happy bucks when many of the gathered paid 
penance and pittance to describe some of their moments in a happy place: 

•         Rot. Shelly chipped in a dollar because of the Greece flashback dinner she was going to 
tonite. 

•         Prez paid 2 shillings to be thankful for the long weekend and to relive the same 
flashback. 

•         Rot Gary brushing up on his behavior modification techniques with a version of the 
Rotary 4 way test at work that works and of course some tid bit about hockey that went 
over my head. 



Finally the Sarg announced that Rot Kim had the matching ticket but alas she only drew out the 
Jack of Hearts allowing the pot to expand yet again. 
  
Shelly, now done with her Sarg duties sat, but was prompted by the Prez to introduce the 
speaker for the day.   Rather than arise to go to the podium to do this, asked the chair to do this 
from her chair given our small numbers….and plus the fact she just sat down.  Da Prez had a 
moment where he could play the devil and try to get her to come to the podium…and only get a 
“look” in return…And in return of that there could have been a Presidential taunting of sorts of 
the Sarg with returning threats of fines for the Prez for next week and so on and so forth until 
this to and fro could of continued until infinitum.  But Da Prez thought better and acquiesce to 
the Sarg; and she splendidly did introduce Duncan as our main program. 
  
Unlike the Sarg, Duncan came out of his seat to address the gathered from the 
podium.   Duncan is in the medical hardware supply, rental, and repair business which deal in 
items such as wheelchairs, lifts, hospital beds, fittings, and those tertiary items which clients 
require to help accommodate a disability.  He started this business 20 years ago when at the 
time he was working with young offenders.   Then, Duncan repaired worn out medical devices 
as a side line.  As a victim of circumstance, a client came to him one day with a broken wheel 
chair that needs to be replaced.  Through his supplier contact he ordered a new one for the 
client which arrived in due order.  Shortly afterwards, a hospital tender came out for 30 wheel 
chairs which Duncan was awarded.   Realizing the potential he grew this business from a side 
interest into a going concern where today he supplies and rents a variety of items, maintains a 
supply store, and have 2 employees working with him as well.  Duncan went on to detail that 
the provincial government, recognizing an aging population, have support programs for those 
who need aid appliances at home.   As one example, a client can apply for up to $7500 grant for 
the installation of such devices.  Another program that the government utilizes is the “End of 
Life” program where palliative care can be done at home.  Realizing that this is cheaper then 
hospital stays, the government can rent equipment such as a hospital bed from Duncan’s firm 
to be placed into the client’s home until their demise.  This facilitates a choice for the terminal 
client and their families, according to Duncan, that seems to work well for both them and the 
system. 
  
As busy as he is with the medical supply business, Duncan clued up his presentation by stating 
he does not longer work with young offenders.   With that Pres Paul thanked Duncan for his 
interesting and informative presentation and hopes he can outlive all of us so that we can avail 
of his services when we get to a needy old age.  Next Thursday, November 24th, we have Mr. 
Bradley George and Mr. Gary Elliot from the Canadian Federation of Independent businesses 
(CFIB) as our program so be sure to come along! 
  
See you then 

PRES PAUL  
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Well, it's been quite a reprieve however now that I am back in the saddle as Da Prez and not
countingthe club's farthings like thave been doing in the past severalyears; lshould have a

decent chance to merrily cause you eye pain as I scribe away what has been happening in our
weekly get togethers. lndeed there has been pent up voices inside me whispering in my ear

what members would need to now in their absence from Rotary and now like a good illness I

am ready to spew it all out.

Today marks the first meeting back up at the Mount...the inn that kinda reminds me of a

medievalfort encased in red brick and shielded in its front flank by a highway concrete

divide. We were in the pub where our gathered few had sequestered in the glare of glowing

VLT's and shiny winey glasses. Our flags and banners adorned the room as usual setting the
stage for Da Prez to arrive late and make his proclamations at the podium. "lt wasn't that late"

said that schizophrenic voice inside my head as I clicked the bell shortly after L2:30 to start the
proceedings

Rotarian John started the ode to NL in fine style while the remainder squawked out pieces of
bun in raspy verse and ear searing trauma. Rotarian Kim provide the Grace and yours truly
lifted his glass to her Majesty; silently thanking the Lord that we had invented a new key to sing

the Ode in. The gathered were welcomed by the chair and then as a fun fiair, a quiz was

distributed testing each one's mettle. "Acronym Analysis" where members were given a list of
,4cronyms and they had to make a stab at what each meant. Here were some of the more
popular variants:

o T.G.l.F.: Thank God lt's Free

r D.N.R.: Does Not Remember

o F.T.L.: Failing Toronto Leafs
o G.l.G.O.:Giggle ln Giggle Out
o L.M.A.O.:Love Montreal Any One?

o T.B.A.: Too Big Asses

Happy to say, the winning members of the group ended up with girly stickers with Rot John

making away with the most of them.



With Rot Shelly away the chair designated Rot John as Sarg for the day. He ensured that
everyone bought the 50/50 draw ticket before sitting to relish in his lunch while everyone

talked about bats....you know...the ones that fly around.A!_.ntgh.t and get tangled up in your

hair....The ones that occupy attics and fill the place with noxious aromas....The one that reside

in the belfries of some of us. Why some of the members had fond memories of them is beyond
my comprehension...Unfortunately my "comprehension" doesn't seem to be part of my skill

set.

There was no Program for the day so Da Prez asked Secretary Kim for the attend ance of 54%

with a makeup submitted dating back from April. (sounds like a committee is needed to see if
we can accept that one). The Sarg arose then to provide us with some happy buck fines: Rot

John submitted a loony on behalf of his daughter for obtaining a swimming award, Rot Kim paid

to recognize the upcoming long Wgekqnd, and Rot Lisa paid a buck to remind everyone with the
kids going back to school, it is indeed the most wonderful time of the year for us non-children.

Speaking of which, Rot Lisa managed to have her ticket drawn. With only a few cards left in the
deck, she slipped out Ace of Spades; walking away with untold millions! Actually the treasurer,
being one and the same as the winner, couldn't provide a report on the winnings but it is
suspected that it was in the 5140 to 5160 range. With Rot Lisa thrashing about with glee the
deck of cards was once again renewed so that the pot can once again build to soaring highs.

When the excitement of the lottery died away the chair reminded all to invite guests to our

l.q-n.qh meetings as well as any programs they would like to see so either send the suggestion to
the executive or invite them yourself...especially if you are familiar with the person. The chair

suggested that programs would be given 10 minutes of presentation time with some time
afterwards for Q&A. With that, the chair announced the program for Sept 8th would be Roger

Barnett to talk about the proposed dog park as it was highlighted in a recent edition of the
Advertiser. So make sure you try to come as l'm sure it may be a "Bow Wow" experience.

Finally, before kicking everyone out the door the chair reminded the executive that there will
be a board meeting n.e5!..We.dne5.d.?.y at the ASNL office on High Street starting 7:30 and
finishing up somewhere around 3;.3? in the morning.

Untilwe meet again...

Da Prez, Paul

This message is automatically generated by ClubRunner for Rotarv Club of Grand Fal|s. Powered by Doxess,



Rotary Bulletin                                                                                             November 10th, 2011 

Well group we’re back at the Mount after a session of fun and frolic at our annual 
Miniauction.  There were a lot of good contributions of auctionable items from members that 
fetched a few shillings and a couple of laughs as well.  Well after the end of the night and after 
a great meal by the Masons, we netted over $1500 for a tried and true fellowship formulae, had 
some great guests with us such as some past Rotarians of the likes of Rotarians Ron, Bill, 
Joanne, and Mike C., as well as GSE Sonya and her husband, a whole bunch of friends, and seen 
a few flashy and maybe embarrassing pictures as presented by Rot Mike G.    All in all it was a 
great nite out and we look forward to doing it again next year! 

Well I was a gett’n all jiggly with this being Thursday and for this week Thursday was the final 
day for which I have to show some semblance of responsibility for Friday was Remembrance 
Day.  Don’t get me wrong; I pride myself on being 100% responsible throughout the week 
however this can be broken down as follows: 

10% on Monday 
20% on Tuesday 
30% on Wednesday 
35% on Thursday 
5% on Friday 
  
So from my point of view, it’s a good thing we have these get togethers on Thursday because 
that’s the day I am most responsible to run these grub-ups. 
  
Where we wore every one out from the Miniauction, we were small in numbers for the day 
with 6 of us sitting in the Mount’s pub plus our speaker, Mr. Duncan Mercer, who we welcomed 
to our smallish club.   Da Prez, owning the floor, got the gathered to twist their fingers in a 
gesture of fun with some explanation as to why your wedding ring goes on a certain figure 
which happens to sit adjacent to the figure for making obscene gestures with.  After the finger 
tangle, there were lotsa knotted hands and a few chuckles at this fun filler. 
  
On we sailed through lunch to get to the business at hand….”6 present for 50%” as the cry of 
the secretary when prompted for such a report.   No sooner had the secretary expelled her 
breath on that topic we see the Sarg, Rot. Shelly bounding up from the table to become the 
describer of fines…..however this turned in to happy bucks when many of the gathered paid 
penance and pittance to describe some of their moments in a happy place: 

•         Rot. Shelly chipped in a dollar because of the Greece flashback dinner she was going to 
tonite. 

•         Prez paid 2 shillings to be thankful for the long weekend and to relive the same 
flashback. 

•         Rot Gary brushing up on his behavior modification techniques with a version of the 
Rotary 4 way test at work that works and of course some tid bit about hockey that went 
over my head. 



Finally the Sarg announced that Rot Kim had the matching ticket but alas she only drew out the 
Jack of Hearts allowing the pot to expand yet again. 
  
Shelly, now done with her Sarg duties sat, but was prompted by the Prez to introduce the 
speaker for the day.   Rather than arise to go to the podium to do this, asked the chair to do this 
from her chair given our small numbers….and plus the fact she just sat down.  Da Prez had a 
moment where he could play the devil and try to get her to come to the podium…and only get a 
“look” in return…And in return of that there could have been a Presidential taunting of sorts of 
the Sarg with returning threats of fines for the Prez for next week and so on and so forth until 
this to and fro could of continued until infinitum.  But Da Prez thought better and acquiesce to 
the Sarg; and she splendidly did introduce Duncan as our main program. 
  
Unlike the Sarg, Duncan came out of his seat to address the gathered from the 
podium.   Duncan is in the medical hardware supply, rental, and repair business which deal in 
items such as wheelchairs, lifts, hospital beds, fittings, and those tertiary items which clients 
require to help accommodate a disability.  He started this business 20 years ago when at the 
time he was working with young offenders.   Then, Duncan repaired worn out medical devices 
as a side line.  As a victim of circumstance, a client came to him one day with a broken wheel 
chair that needs to be replaced.  Through his supplier contact he ordered a new one for the 
client which arrived in due order.  Shortly afterwards, a hospital tender came out for 30 wheel 
chairs which Duncan was awarded.   Realizing the potential he grew this business from a side 
interest into a going concern where today he supplies and rents a variety of items, maintains a 
supply store, and have 2 employees working with him as well.  Duncan went on to detail that 
the provincial government, recognizing an aging population, have support programs for those 
who need aid appliances at home.   As one example, a client can apply for up to $7500 grant for 
the installation of such devices.  Another program that the government utilizes is the “End of 
Life” program where palliative care can be done at home.  Realizing that this is cheaper then 
hospital stays, the government can rent equipment such as a hospital bed from Duncan’s firm 
to be placed into the client’s home until their demise.  This facilitates a choice for the terminal 
client and their families, according to Duncan, that seems to work well for both them and the 
system. 
  
As busy as he is with the medical supply business, Duncan clued up his presentation by stating 
he does not longer work with young offenders.   With that Pres Paul thanked Duncan for his 
interesting and informative presentation and hopes he can outlive all of us so that we can avail 
of his services when we get to a needy old age.  Next Thursday, November 24th, we have Mr. 
Bradley George and Mr. Gary Elliot from the Canadian Federation of Independent businesses 
(CFIB) as our program so be sure to come along! 
  
See you then 

PRES PAUL  
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